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Chapter 491: The Pitiful Peacock (4) 

“Uh! Are you sure?” Old Man Zao asked doubtfully, feeling a little disappointed. Alas! Such a beautiful 

bird was actually a male. This was too shocking! 

“Nonsense! Don’t tell me I don’t know my own gender!” the beautiful peacock roared uncontrollably. 

“Calm down, calm down. What about you?” Old Man Zao turned his gaze to Sparrow Feather and asked 

expectantly. He really wanted to send these two beautiful birds to mate. 

“I’m a male too,” Sparrow Feather said quickly. 

“Oh, actually, two males are alright too…” Old Man Zao smiled wretchedly as he sized up the two 

equally beautiful peacocks. He deliberately left half of his sentence hanging! 

“No! Tell me, what are you doing here?” The beautiful peacock’s eyes widened as it asked fiercely. 

“We’ve taken a liking to your mountain! I don’t know…” The peacock interrupted Old Man Zao before he 

could finish. 

“If I give you this mountain, can you scram as far away as possible?” The beautiful peacock looked at Old 

Man Zao with disdain. It really hated this old man to death now. Hmph! If it weren’t for the fact that the 

other party had the advantage in numbers, it would definitely teach this damn old man a lesson. 

“You despise me? Boohoo… I’m so sad!” Old Man Zao was aggrieved, and his eyes were red. 

“Are you really willing to give up the mountain to us?” The head butler asked in disbelief, ignoring Old 

Man Zao’s act of pity. What happened today? Why were these beasts so easygoing? 

“Yes, I’ll give it to you,” the beautiful peacock said. Hmph! It was not stupid. These people were 

obviously determined to win. If they were to fight, it would definitely not be their match, so what was 

the point of fighting? It was not like it had nothing better to do. After speaking, it flew in preparation to 

leave this place. Unfortunately, it was knocked unconscious by Feng Zhan before it could fly too high… 

“It’ll be my underling from now on!” Feng Zhan flapped her little wings and said nonchalantly. 

Uh! The main butler broke out in cold sweat again. This little red bird was really barbaric. It actually 

knocked out this two-meter tall giant bird. Amazing! 

“Carry it for me. We’re going back to the village!” Feng Zhan ordered the two butlers. 

“Yes,” the two butlers answered obediently. 

In this way, the main group returned to the stockade with great fanfare after completing the mission. 

The two butlers resigned themselves to fate and carried the tragic peacock, following behind everyone… 

After successfully taking the other four mountains into their possession, the butler no longer dared to 

underestimate these beasts. They might look cute and harmless on the surface, but in fact, none of 

them were easy to deal with. Uh! To be precise, they were all perverts! 

After returning to the village. 



Darling and the other beasts shouted at the top of their lungs as soon as they entered the back 

mountain, “Master, we’re back!” 

Leng Ruoxue and the freak walked out of the room and looked at the crowd in front of them with a 

smile, as well as the excited beasts, knowing that their mission was completed. 

“Master!” All the beasts found their spots and stuck to Leng Ruoxue. 

“You naughty brats, did you cause trouble for Master?” Leng Ruoxue teased with a light smile. 

“Master, we are so cute. How can we cause trouble for you!” Dazzle said aggrievedly. Boohoo… Master 

is really too evil. How can you think of them like this! 

“Haha!” Leng Ruoxue gently caressed the soft fur on the little black fox and laughed happily. 

“Hello, Boss’s master.” At this moment, the white tiger couldn’t help but say. It had to let the Boss’s 

master notice its existence. 

“Where did this white tiger come from?” Leng Ruoxue asked the advisor. 

“Master, it’s my new underling,” White Dawn said lazily. 

“Oh, what about the two bears?” Leng Ruoxue looked at the two giant bears standing behind Old Man 

Zao and asked curiously. 

“Hehe, lass, they’re my underlings!” Old Man Zao said with a slightly pale face, full of pride. 

“Yes, he tricked them with two stalks of corn,” the old man said eccentrically. Alright, he admitted that 

he was jealous! This damn old man was really too lucky! 

“Uh!” Two drops of cold sweat dripped down Leng Ruoxue’s forehead. She didn’t expect the bears in 

this world to also like to eat corn. Could it be that the preferences of animals were all the same? 

“By the way, where are the two butlers?” Leng Ruoxue glanced at everyone but didn’t see the two 

butlers and couldn’t help asking curiously. 

“Miss, we’re here!” The two butlers were panting from carrying the peacock. They hurriedly put down 

the heavy object in their hands and ran to Leng Ruoxue when they saw her. 

“Head butler, what are you carrying?” Leng Ruoxue couldn’t help asking. She only took a casual look just 

now, but she really couldn’t tell what it was. It looked like a bird. 

“Hehe, Master, that’s my underling,” Feng Zhan said with a smile. 

“Uh! Why did you take in an underling as well?” Leng Ruoxue was a little puzzled. Feng Zhan had many 

people already, so why did she take in an underling? 

“The little kitty took one. Of course, I can’t lose out to it,” Feng Zhan said matter-of-factly. 

“You damn bird! Master, I request to duel with this damn bird!” White Dawn said through gritted teeth. 



“No. You have to be as close as brothers to the outside world. You absolutely can’t kill each other. 

However! Normal sparring can still be allowed.” Leng Ruoxue looked at the slightly smug Feng Zhan and 

said with a naughty smile. 

“Master, then I request to spar with this dead bird,” White Dawn said hurriedly. It was originally quite 

disappointed to hear Leng Ruoxue say so, but it didn’t expect it to spar with this dead bird! Hehe! There 

was no need to be polite. Anyway, whether it was a duel or a spar, it would be fine as long as it could 

teach this dead bird a lesson! 

“Okay, approved,” Leng Ruoxue said with a smile. 

“Master, this kitten is stronger than me. This is unfair to me. Boohoo…” Feng Zhan said pitifully with a 

bitter face. 

“Feng Zhan, you have to believe in yourself! Moreover, sparring with opponents stronger than you is 

very beneficial for you.” Leng Ruoxue smiled gently and comforted her. 

Chapter 492: New Mission (1) 

“That’s right, hehe! Damn bird, let’s spar!” White Dawn smiled evilly and pounced directly at Feng 

Zhan… 

“I don’t want to.” Feng Zhan flapped her small wings and flew away. 

“Hmph! Do you think I don’t have wings?” White Dawn used its wind-attribute mystic technique, and a 

small pair of green wings appeared on both sides of its waist. It flapped them gently twice before 

chasing after Feng Zhan… 

“Boss is so powerful. He actually grew wings,” the white tiger said foolishly. It looked at the pair of wings 

of White Dawn, who was chasing the little red bird in the sky, with great desire! 

“Xue’er, are they serious?” Leng Qingtian asked worriedly as he looked at the two little beasts that were 

already fighting. 

“Yes, haha. Grandpa, don’t worry. They know their limits,” Leng Ruoxue comforted. 

“That’s good.” Leng Qingtian was relieved. He didn’t want to see both sides suffer! 

“Eh? Where am I?” At this moment, the peacock, which had woken up, was dizzy and could not tell what 

was going on. Uh! Damn it, who knocked it out? Its head was still hurting! 

“This is our residence.” Leng Ruoxue kindly explained to the peacock. 

“Uh! Damn it, who knocked me out and brought me here?” the peacock roared furiously as it slowly 

woke up. 

“Shh, be quiet. The one who knocked you unconscious is in the sky. It doesn’t have a good temper,” the 

white tiger reminded softly as it walked to the peacock and looked at the sky. 

“Uh!” The peacock raised its head and looked at the sky curiously, only to find a flying cat and a little red 

bird that could breathe fire fighting in the sky. At this moment, they were locked in a fierce battle. 



Feathers and cat fur flew in the sky, falling like snowflakes. The other beasts were hurriedly picking up 

the fur that they had dropped and handed it to the woman who had spoken to it just now! 

“See? That kitten is my boss, and Little Red Bird is your boss. They are all very fierce, so we have to be 

good,” the white tiger said very cautiously. 

“My boss?” The peacock was puzzled. It had always been alone. When did it recognize its boss? Why 

didn’t it have any impression of him? 

“Little Peacock, since Feng Zhan accepted you, you can be considered my beast from now on. As my 

beast, unity is a must, understand?” Leng Ruoxue couldn’t help speaking as she listened to the 

conversation between the two beasts with some amusement. 

“Uh, yes!” The peacock felt dizzy and sold itself off in a daze. It did not understand how it was agreed 

until a long time later! 

“Good.” Leng Ruoxue caressed the peacock’s feathers gently and praised it. 

“Don’t touch me casually. I will be shy.” The peacock lowered its head shyly. 

“Uh!” Leng Ruoxue couldn’t help but be at a loss for words. What kind of bird is this! It’s thinking too 

much! 

“Master!” 

After fighting enough, White Dawn and Feng Zhan took the initiative to stop fighting and were in a very 

sorry state. They stood in front of Leng Ruoxue like little wives, waiting to be reprimanded! 

“Did it satisfy you?” Leng Ruoxue suppressed her smile and asked lightly as she looked at the two beasts 

hanging on her body. 

“Uh, that was satisfying,” White Dawn and Feng Zhan said in unison, feeling very nervous. 

“Are we still fighting in the future?” Leng Ruoxue asked. 

“Uh! We won’t fight anymore,” the two beasts said hurriedly while thinking in their hearts at the same 

time. Was their master angry? 

“Okay, go back and rest first!” Leng Ruoxue nodded slightly, leaving Charm and Darling outside. She sent 

the other beasts into the bracelet! 

“Grandpa, let’s sit in the house and talk!” Leng Ruoxue turned her head and said to Leng Qingtian and 

the others. 

“Okay.” Everyone nodded and followed Leng Ruoxue into the house. 

After everyone found a seat and sat down, Leng Ruoxue said, “Butlers, what do you think?” 

“Uh! Miss, we…” The Head butler and the second butler looked at each other, not knowing how to say 

it. In short, they felt like heroes were useless this time. Miss’s beast was too abnormal. They didn’t even 

have the chance to attack before the matter was resolved! 



“Head Butler, the next mission: I request that you take in all the forces with similar situations as yours 

for use within a month!” Leng Ruoxue continued to order. In fact, she knew what these two people were 

thinking. However, she couldn’t help with this. Her only hope was that they wouldn’t go to the extreme! 

“Miss, this…” The head butler was a little dumbfounded. This was an impossible task for him! How could 

a month be enough? 

“What? Not confident?” Leng Ruoxue raised her eyebrows and asked very casually. 

“Time is a little tight,” the Head butler said honestly. There should be no problem if it took longer with 

the help of Miss’s beasts. However, a month was impossible. 

“Head Butler, a month is enough,” Leng Ruoxue said with certainty. This was the final decision she, the 

freak, and Empty had made after discussing. 

“Hehe, Head Butler, don’t worry. We will continue to help you,” Old Man Zao patted the Head Butler’s 

shoulder and said loyally. 

“Thank you.” The Head butler nodded gratefully. 

“My beasts will still move with you. Moreover, I just want the result no matter what you do,” Leng 

Ruoxue continued. 

“Yes,” the head butler said quickly, even though he wasn’t too sure. He would do his best no matter 

what because it wasn’t for others but for themselves. 

“Rest early today and continue tomorrow,” Leng Ruoxue said. 

“Yes.” The head butler left the room with the second butler. 

“Xue’er, send us to the space to sleep today!” Leng Qingtian said. They hadn’t entered space for a long 

time, and there would be a big operation tomorrow, so they would go in and have a good rest today. 

Chapter 493: New Mission (2) 

“Okay,” Leng Ruoxue answered and stored everyone in the bracelet. 

“Haha, Two Hairies, this place isn’t bad, right?” After entering the bracelet, Old Man Zao pointed at the 

beautiful scenery in the space and said to the two imitated bear cubs on his shoulder. 

The two bears were obviously dumbfounded… 

“Everyone, rest early!” Leng Ruoxue looked at Old Man Zao, who was getting cocky again, helplessly and 

pulled the freak into the purple bamboo hut… 

The next morning. 

Leng Qingtian and the others, who had long been prepared, set off with them after the two butlers 

reported. 

In the bracelet, Leng Ruoxue and the freak sat on a stone chair in the space and chatted. 

“Xue’er, aren’t we going to take a look?” the freak asked with a chuckle. 



“No. There won’t be a place for them to perform if we go.” Leng Ruoxue glanced at the freak and said 

indifferently. 

“Hehe, that’s true,” the freak agreed. 

“However, Xue’er, aren’t you worried about them? The mission this time is much more difficult than the 

previous one!” the freak asked curiously. 

“What’s there to worry about? They’re not weak either. They won’t be in danger as long as they don’t 

provoke Supremacy Xuan,” Leng Ruoxue said nonchalantly. 

“That’s true. Xue’er, what should we do?” The freak smiled seductively, and his eyes began to glow 

again… 

“Let’s go cultivate,” Leng Ruoxue said. She had already felt faint signs of a breakthrough in the Heaven 

Defying Skill these few days, so she wanted to try. 

“Alas! Alright then!” the freak said with a bitter face, slightly displeased. 

“Let’s go.” Leng Ruoxue stood up and pulled the freak directly into the cultivation room in the purple 

bamboo hut… 

At the same time, the head butler and the others had already arrived at their first destination today. 

“Head Butler, do you know the owner of this place?” Leng Qingtian asked curiously. 

“Yes, we’ve met several times. He’s one of my few friends in Myriad Mountain City,” the head butler 

explained. 

“Hehe, Head Butler, your friend seems to be doing better than you. At least, the mountain he occupies is 

much larger than yours,” Old Man Zao praised as he looked at the towering, upright mountain in front of 

him. 

“Yes, even though we are both Mystic Sovereigns, his strength is above mine,” the main butler said very 

honestly. The strength of Mystics of the same level was also different. Some were strong, while others 

were very ordinary. For example, he was above average! 

“Oh, how is he compared to our White Dawn?” Leng Qingtian looked at Bai Xu, who was sleeping on the 

white tiger and asked curiously. 

“Their strength should be comparable,” the Head butler said after some thought. 

“Is that so? Then let me try later,” White Dawn said with its eyes closed. It was only a level-four 

Transcendent Divine Beasts, but it was still very confident in its strength. Moreover, it didn’t think that a 

human Mystic Sovereign would be its match. 

“Uh! Okay,” the Head butler answered helplessly. Alas! He was also a battle maniac! 

“Head Butler, quickly get your friend out. Let’s end this quickly. We have to go to several places today!” 

Old Man Zao said impatiently. Hehe, he might not like to fight, but he liked to see the world burn! 

“Okay.” The head butler formed a ring with his index finger and blew on it… 



After the whistle sounded, a loud whistle echoed in the mountain not long after. 

“Wow, there’s actually a contact code!” Old Man Zao said excitedly. 

“Uh! Yes!” the head butler said shyly with a red face. 

“Wang Long, why do you have the time to look for me?” A deep male voice sounded in everyone’s ears 

as the whistle faded. Immediately after, a burly middle-aged man appeared in front of everyone. 

“Of course I’m here for something,” the head butler said. 

“Say whatever you have something to say! Haha!” the middle-aged man said a little roughly and then 

laughed out loud. 

“Let me introduce him to you. His name is Cheng Wu, and he is my good friend.” The head butler 

pointed at the middle-aged man. Then he pointed at Leng Qingtian and the others and said to the man 

named Cheng Wu, “They are my young lady’s relatives and beasts.” 

“Your young miss? Don’t tell me you joined the five major factions?” Cheng Wu said resentfully, his 

resolute face full of anger! 

“No. Someone challenged me, but I lost, so I became her butler,” the head butler explained simply. 

“Uh! You lost?” Cheng Wu was a little surprised. Wang Long’s strength was second only to his. Even he 

had to go through a lot of trouble to defeat Wang Long. He didn’t expect someone to defeat him, and 

Wang Long was willing to submit to others. 

“Yes, I lost.” The head butler nodded. 

“I also want to challenge whoever won against you!” Cheng Wu suddenly said, and his fighting spirit was 

high. Hehe, whoever could defeat Wang Long was definitely an expert, and exchanging blows with 

experts had always been his greatest interest. 

“Do you want to challenge me?” White Dawn asked indifferently. 

“Uh! Who’s talking?” Cheng Wu couldn’t help asking after searching for a long time but didn’t find the 

person who spoke. 

“It’s me!” White Dawn said impatiently. Hmph! Did this human do it on purpose? It was a little angry! 

“Where?” Cheng Wu still couldn’t find it and was still searching around. 

“Look down!” White Dawn roared furiously. 

“Uh, is that you?” Cheng Wu lowered his head obediently and looked at the kitten lying on the white 

tiger in front of him, asking uncertainly. 

“Nonsense, it’s me,” White Dawn roared angrily. 

“Big Brother, Big Brother, let’s calm down and not stoop to the level of this kind of blind human!” the 

white tiger quickly coaxed. Boohoo… This was not its fault! It originally wanted to return to its original 

form, but Big Brother despised its original form for being too big, so it became the size of a normal tiger! 



“Okay!” White Dawn nodded and decided to listen to his little brother. 

Chapter 494: New Mission (3) 

“Uh! You defeated Wang Long?” Cheng Wu probed because he didn’t believe that such a small cat could 

defeat Wang Long, who was a Mystic Sovereign. How was this possible? 

“Yes, it’s me!” White Dawn said arrogantly. It had decided to teach this man a lesson later. He had poor 

judgment after all. Hmph! How dare he look down on it! It would let him know why flowers were so red! 

Cheng Wu looked at White Dawn, then turned to look at Wang Long. He finally believed it after receiving 

Wang Long’s gaze. Therefore, he said, “Erm… can I challenge you?” 

“Of course you can. However, since it’s a challenge, we have to follow the rules of Myriad Mountain 

City. You know what to do if you lose, right?” White Dawn raised his eyes slightly and asked calmly. 

“Uh! I know. If I lose, I will give up my territory,” Cheng Wu said very honestly. 

“No, if you lose, you have to be my underling!” White Dawn took the liberty to add another line. 

“Okay, no problem,” Cheng Wu replied after some thought. 

“Then let’s begin! I’ll let you make the first move since you’re my future little brother.” White Dawn 

floated in the air with a light smile, looking very happy. 

Leng Qingtian and the other beasts consciously made way for them and retreated to the side to watch 

the battle after they were about to fight. 

“Erm… I won’t be polite anymore,” Cheng Wu said. Then, his aura suddenly changed, and he took the 

lead to attack… 

White Dawn jumped up and down lightly, avoiding Cheng Wu’s attack. Then, he found the right 

opportunity to release a stream of water-attribute mystic energy, and water droplets floated gently in 

the sky, surrounding Cheng Wu… 

Cheng Wu’s powerful aura retracted and released, easily shattering the small water droplets. Then, 

green wind blades attacked White Dawn non-stop. However, because White Dawn was still in its 

transmogrification state, it was easy to dodge! 

Cheng Wu was a little angry when he saw this scene. This little kitten was petite and very agile. It was 

not easy for him to hit it, so even though he had used several moves, he did not hit it at all… 

However, what made him even angrier was that the kitten could hit him with every attack. It was not 

very painful, but he could not take it anymore! 

“Haha, big guy, be careful. I’m going to be serious!” White Dawn said provocatively. 

Uh! Cheng Wu was so angry that he was about to vomit blood. Damn it, you’ve been playing with me for 

so long! At this point, he didn’t hold back anymore, and the moves he used became fiercer and fiercer 

each time… 



“Big guy, take my Melting Slash!” White Dawn shouted and gathered all the water-attribute mystic 

energy in its body onto its little paw. Then, it threw it in Cheng Wu’s direction… 

“Bang!” The Melting Slash that was thrown at Cheng Wu exploded. Cheng Wu’s location was shrouded 

in black smoke in the blink of an eye. When the black smoke slowly disappeared, the place where Cheng 

Wu was had already been blasted into a deep pit. Cheng Wu was covered in dirt and lying motionlessly 

in the pit… 

After a while, seeing that Cheng Wu still had no reaction in the pit, everyone and the beasts around the 

pit couldn’t help discussing spiritedly! 

“Eh? There’s no reaction yet. Could he be dead?” Old Man Zao said worriedly. This fellow would be the 

main force in the future! Wouldn’t it be a pity if he died like this? 

“Damn cat, why did you hit me so hard? Alright, this fellow is dead. Let’s see how you explain it to 

Master when you get back!” Feng Zhan gloated. 

“Damn bird, who told you he was dead? He should have just fainted,” White Dawn roared furiously. 

Boohoo… How could it be blamed! If that guy hadn’t used his mystic technique to block it, how could it 

have exploded? However, it was still very confident in attacking itself. With the strength of the mystic 

emperor’s body, the mystic energy it used just now would definitely not be able to kill it. 

After a while. 

“Uh! Don’t tell me he really died?” the Head butler said worriedly. In fact, he didn’t believe that Cheng 

Wu would die so easily. However, it had really been a long time since Cheng Wu had any reaction! 

“It’s possible. Since he’s dead, let’s bury him directly so that we don’t have to dig a hole. Hehe!” Darling 

said with a naughty smile, its beautiful silver eyes full of curiosity! In its memory, its cute master would 

grow whatever she planted, so it really wanted to know if it could grow a person after planting this 

person. 

“Darling, you’re too evil. However, what you said makes sense.” Leng Qingtian picked up Darling and 

said helplessly. Alas! Why were Xue’er’s beasts so naughty and cute! 

“Haha, lovely master’s grandfather, what are we waiting for? Hurry up and bury it!” Darling said 

excitedly and raised its little paw to lead the way into the pit! 

The other beasts also imitated Darling and threw dirt into the pit seeing that he was having fun… 

“Big Brother, do we really have to bury him?” the Second Butler asked hesitantly. He was a little 

hesitant. Did Big Brother Cheng really die so easily? 

“Alas! Buried!” The head butler nodded and said sadly, muttering in his heart, Cheng Wu, have a good 

journey! 

“Bury your head! I’m not dead yet!” Cheng Wu, who was lying in the pit, used all his strength and roared 

furiously. Damn it, these heartless fellows. He had fainted, and no one came down to save him. 

Moreover, he had just woken up a little when he heard these people saying that they wanted to bury 

him. He was so angry! However, he couldn’t speak at that time, and his body couldn’t move, so he could 



only watch helplessly as they threw the soil at him. However, he could finally speak now. Otherwise, he 

would really be the first Mystic Sovereign buried alive! 

“Uh! So he didn’t die!” Darling said with some disappointment. There was finally a chance to 

experiment. Boohoo… 

“Do you really want me to die?” Cheng Wu said speechlessly with his eyes half-open. What kind of tone 

was that? It seemed like he was very disappointed that he didn’t die! 

Chapter 495: New Mission (4) 

 

“We were already mentally prepared for your death! Who knew that you would actually come back to 

life. Alas!” Darling sighed helplessly. 

“…” Cheng Wu was depressed. He was not dead yet he was wrong. Boohoo… Was there any justice in 

this world? Whose little fox was this? Why was it so cute! 

“Alright, everyone, cut it out! Head Butler, go down and save him!” Leng Qingtian couldn’t bear to watch 

any longer and tried to smooth things over. Alas! If he continued, this fellow would probably be angered 

to death even if he wasn’t blasted to death. 

“Boohoo…” Cheng Wu was so touched that he was about to cry. Someone was finally being kind. What a 

good person! 

“Yes,” the head butler and the second butler answered quickly and jumped down the pit to save Cheng 

Wu. 

“Little Brother! You’re really too suicidal. Why did you resist! You’re asking for trouble!” White Dawn 

jumped to Cheng Wu’s chest and looked at him with some accusation. 

“Uh! I was wrong.” Cheng Wu wanted to cry but had no tears. Boohoo… Whose beasts were these? Why 

were all their mouths so poisonous? 

“It’s good that you know your mistake. Come, open your mouth and eat this!” White Dawn said very 

thoughtfully. After speaking, it threw a pill into Cheng Wu’s open mouth. 

Cheng Wu’s injuries quickly recovered after taking the pill. He patted the dust off his body and stood up. 

Then he bowed to White Dawn and said, “Uh! Thank you for the pill, Big Brother!” He had to admit 

defeat! 

“You’re welcome. You’re my underling! You’ll have meat to eat if you follow Boss in the future!” White 

Dawn said proudly. 

“Yes.” Cheng Wu’s forehead dripped with two drops of cold sweat. He thought to himself, What a stinky 

kitten. He probably had to follow this cat’s master from now on! 

“Hey, big guy, you’re thanking the wrong person. That medicine belongs to my master, not this damn 

cat,” Feng Zhan said with some dissatisfaction. Hmph! He just couldn’t stand this damn cat being too 

smug and insisted on undermining this damn cat! 



“Uh! Got it.” Cheng Wu braced himself. In fact, he obviously knew that it was impossible for cats to 

concoct pills, but he couldn’t say it out loud. 

“Damn bird, Master’s is mine,” White Dawn roared furiously. 

“Stop arguing. Business is more important.” Leng Qingtian quickly stopped the two restless little fellows 

when he saw that they were about to quarrel again. 

“Yes, Master Grandpa,” White Dawn and Feng Zhan answered very obediently. They were like two 

beasts compared to their aggressive appearance just now! 

“Head butler, tell Cheng Wu about our arrangement!” Leng Qingtian ordered. 

“Yes,” the Head butler answered and then explained Leng Ruoxue’s order and plan to Cheng Wu. 

Cheng Wu fell silent after hearing this… 

After a long while, he jumped up excitedly and laughed. “Haha! Is this true? This is great.” 

“Of course it’s true. Don’t doubt my master’s words,” White Dawn said with slight dissatisfaction. 

“Uh! That’s not what I mean. I want to say that this idea is very good, but it’s very difficult to succeed,” 

Cheng Wu said worriedly. For many years, there had been people who wanted to replace the five major 

factions and change the current situation in Myriad Mountain City. However, no one had succeeded. 

Otherwise, Myriad Mountain City would not be what it was now. 

“Hmph! It doesn’t mean that my master can’t do what others can’t,” White Dawn said confidently. His 

master would definitely succeed with their help. 

“Yes, my master will definitely succeed,” Feng Zhan agreed. Their reactions had always been the same 

when it came to matters related to their master. 

“Uh, of course.” Cheng Wu hurriedly echoed. He couldn’t provoke little beasts that protected their 

masters! He had yet to meet the masters of these beasts, but his respect for their masters was already 

like the raging river. He was really too curious. What kind of master could raise such a special beast! 

“既然你已 ,那咱 !”冷擎天开口道. 

“Yes.” Cheng Wu was very excited. This plan was very difficult, but how could he let go of this 

opportunity since they were so confident! After all, this was his wish for many years! 

“Let’s continue!” Leng Qingtian ordered, and the main group continued their mission for the day… 

A day passed quickly, and they returned to the village collectively after completing all the missions. 

At this moment, Leng Ruoxue, who was cultivating in space, brought the freak out of the bracelet and 

into the yard after hearing her beast’s voice. 

“Master!” All the beasts hurriedly pounced on Leng Ruoxue when they saw her! 

On the other hand, Cheng Wu and the others who had just joined today looked at Leng Ruoxue curiously 

and sized her up because they were very curious as to what kind of person was the master that the 



beasts mentioned being able to obtain their love and respect. However, they realized that Leng Ruoxue 

was very different from what they had imagined at first sight. The Leng Ruoxue in front of them was 

really too ordinary. Uh! Of course, that was only their implicit thoughts! 

“Why? Are you very disappointed to see me now?” Leng Ruoxue teased. 

“Uh, no. It’s just that you are a little different from what we imagined,” Cheng Wu said very honestly. He 

really didn’t expect Leng Ruoxue to be so ugly! Therefore, the excuse he prepared was useless! 

“Haha, get used to it. Looks don’t mean anything!” Leng Ruoxue said with a light smile. 

“Yes, I’m Cheng Wu.” Cheng Wu nodded. Yes! Strength was the most important as a cultivator, 

appearance was secondary! 

“Leng Ruoxue! Welcome!” Leng Ruoxue said with a light smile. 

The others introduced themselves one after another after Leng Ruoxue finished speaking. 

After everyone was introduced, Leng Ruoxue said, “Cheng Wu, bring a team tomorrow and split up with 

the main butler. We must take in all our target forces within a month!” 

“Yes, I promise to complete the mission.” Cheng Wu was so excited! He didn’t expect to be entrusted 

with such an important task just after joining, hehe! 
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“Yes, very good. Follow our plan to gather those scattered forces. As for me! I will temporarily enter 

seclusion to prepare for my breakthrough. Don’t disturb me if there’s nothing important,” Leng Ruoxue 

said after some thought. 

“If there’s anything you don’t dare to decide, discuss it with Grandpa and the others and decide on your 

own.” Leng Ruoxue looked at Leng Qingtian and the others and continued. What she implied was that if 

there was something that couldn’t be resolved, she would look for No to help. She believed that 

Grandpa and the others would understand. 

“Yes,” everyone answered. 

“Alright, go and rest early. Also, be careful and don’t leak the news!” Leng Ruoxue reminded them last. 

Everyone nodded in unison and then left Leng Ruoxue and the others’ residences tactfully. 

“Xue’er, why are you going into seclusion now?” Leng Qingtian asked in puzzlement after the main 

butler and the others left. He thought that Xue’er would only start her seclusion after the task was over! 

“I feel like I’m about to break through these few days, so I want to work hard and see if I can break 

through successfully!” Leng Ruoxue explained. She shouldn’t be in seclusion for long this time. 

“Oh, then go into seclusion first! We’ll enter seclusion after the matter here is over,” Leng Qingtian said. 

Since Xue’er already had a premonition, it shouldn’t be long before she could breakthrough. It would be 

a good thing for them if Xue’er could advance to become a Great Mystic! This way, their overall strength 

would be stronger! 



“Yes, Grandpa. If you want to enter the space, just call Qing Jue by his name. If there’s anything you 

can’t solve, look for non-negotiable!” Leng Ruoxue reminded them worriedly. 

“Hehe, Lass, enter seclusion at ease! We’ll settle the things outside,” Old Man Zao said hurriedly. 

“Okay.” Leng Ruoxue nodded slightly and then brought everyone and the beasts into the bracelet. 

“Grandpa, we’re going into seclusion.” Leng Ruoxue pulled the freak directly into the cultivation room in 

the purple bamboo hut after speaking… 

For the next few days, Leng Ruoxue and the freak entered seclusion in the bracelet while Leng Qingtian 

and the others continued to gather and expand their forces outside… 

Half a month later. 

Everyone was gathered in the yard at the back of the mountain, and it was extraordinarily bustling. 

“Eat and drink to your heart’s content, everyone! Don’t stand on ceremony!” Old Man Zao greeted 

everyone warmly and generously took out a lot of food. 

“Haha, we won’t stand on ceremony.” Cheng Wu laughed out loud and said happily. He didn’t expect 

their mission to be so smooth. It only took half a month to complete the mission Leng Ruoxue gave. 

In fact, it was all thanks to everyone’s cooperation because it became much easier to continue recruiting 

other forces after they recaptured numerous factions. After all, a large number of people had already 

lived in Myriad Mountain City for a long time and had been oppressed by the five major factions for a 

long time. Therefore, it almost didn’t take much for those people to take the initiative to pledge 

allegiance to them after knowing their thoughts. Now, almost all the scattered factions were in their 

control. Therefore, in just half a month, they were really the sixth-largest faction in Myriad Mountain 

City! 

After completing the task Leng Ruoxue gave them, everyone relaxed for the time being. Today was the 

celebration party specially organized for them by Old Man Zao and the others! 

“Good, now you look like a man!” Old Man Zao shouted excitedly! 

“Everyone, drink less. This wine can get drunk easily.” Leng Qingtian looked at the excited crowd and 

had to remind them. These wines were refined with the spirit fruits in Xue’er’s space, and ordinary fruit 

wine could not compare to it. Moreover, the wine was stronger. 

“Old Leng, everyone is so happy today. Don’t spoil the fun!” Old Man Zao immediately pouted unhappily 

when he heard that alcohol was restricted. 

“Just drink to your heart’s content! I won’t care about you then.” Leng Qingtian shook his head 

helplessly. 

“I know, I know. I know my limits,” Old Man Zao promised hurriedly, his mouth already reeking of 

alcohol! 

“Hehe, Master Leng, don’t worry! I’ll watch over them,” the Head butler quickly promised. 



“Yes, even though today is a celebration party, we have to be careful of the safety of the village,” Leng 

Qingtian reminded. Fortunately, their actions were very secretive and did not leak any news. Otherwise, 

how would they dare to hold a celebration party! Not to mention drinking. 

“Yes, I’ve already arranged everything. Moreover, I won’t drink,” the main butler said hurriedly. He was 

now more respectful to Leng Qingtian and the others after interacting with them for more than half a 

month. They might not be as strong as him in terms of strength, but their experience in dealing with 

people and matters was not something he could compare with. He had a deep understanding of this! 

“That’s good.” Leng Qingtian was relieved to hear that. 

“Damn old man, you sure know how to make a fuss,” the old man sitting beside Leng Qingtian couldn’t 

help but say. 

“Hehe, he has always been like that!” Leng Qingtian said helplessly. Old Man Zao was lively, jumpy, and 

sometimes like a child. Unless it was refining artifacts, no one could expect him to stay obediently. 

“Alas! I’m done eating. I’m going to rest first.” The old man got up and returned to his room after 

speaking. 

Soon, Leng Qingtian, Lin Liang, and the others returned to their rooms to rest. The lively scene in the 

yard continued until late at night… 

The next morning, Leng Qingtian and the others saw people lying all over the yard when they emerged 

from their rooms. Some of them were even holding wine jugs. As for Old Man Zao, he ran to the only 

tree in the yard and hugged the tree trunk to sleep soundly… 

“Haha, does this damn old man think he’s a monkey? He actually climbed up a tree to sleep.” The old 

man couldn’t help but laugh when he saw Old Man Zao sleeping. 

“Wake him up!” Leng Qingtian shook his head helplessly. Alas! How much did he drink yesterday to be 

so drunk? 

“Damn Old Man Zao, wake up!” The old man raised a leg and took the opportunity to kick Old Man Zao’s 

butt several times… 
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“No, I haven’t had enough sleep!” Old Man Zao stammered. Then he buried his head in his arms and 

curled up. 

“The sun is shining on your butt. Hurry up and get up to work!” The Old Man roared into Old Man Zao’s 

ear. 

“Ah! What’s the matter? What happened?” The loud sound shocked Old Man Zao so much that he 

jumped up immediately and asked in shock. 

“Nothing. I just woke you up!” the old man said with a naughty smile, his old face full of pride. 

“Damn it, you old thing, how dare you scare me!” Old Man Zao roared furiously. His head hurt from 

drinking too much yesterday, and now it hurt even more from anger. Moreover, he was dizzy! 



“You slept like a dead pig. I couldn’t wake you up no matter what!” the old man said innocently. 

“You…” Old Man Zao was so angry! 

“Old Man Zao, didn’t I tell you to drink less! Why did you drink so much?” Leng Qingtian looked at all the 

empty wine jars and said with some dissatisfaction. 

“Uh! We didn’t drink much. Why didn’t we?” Old Man Zao said shyly. Hehe, he didn’t feel like he had 

drunk a lot! 

“Hmph! You still have the cheek to say it!” The old man pouted and said mockingly. 

“Of course!” Old Man Zao roared immediately. 

“Alright, stop arguing. Wake them up quickly!” Leng Qingtian ordered. 

“Okay,” the old men answered and then split up to wake the men who were sleeping like dead pigs! 

After a while, everyone woke up from their hangover. However, the aftereffects of being drunk also 

found them unceremoniously… 

“Oh, it hurts!” Cheng Wu covered his head with one hand. 

“Hmph! Do you feel uncomfortable now? I told you to drink less. All of you are disobedient!” Leng 

Qingtian snorted, his face full of displeasure. 

“Uh! I’m sorry. We didn’t do it on purpose,” Cheng Wu said unpleasantly. He was too excited yesterday, 

so he accidentally drank too much. 

“Go back to your rooms and rest! There’s nothing for now,” Leng Qingtian said. 

“Yes.” Everyone helped each other up and left the yard behind the mountain. 

Three days later. 

In the bracelet. 

Leng Qingtian and the others were chatting in the space when they suddenly felt a strong spiritual 

power fluctuation. Immediately, all the spiritual power in the space rushed toward the purple bamboo 

hut… 

“Is Xue’er going to break through?” Leng Qingtian asked happily. 

“Perhaps it’s Little Chen Chen!” Old Man Zao was also a little excited. Anyway, it was a good thing no 

matter who among them broke through! 

At this moment, Leng Ruoxue and the freak had already opened their eyes at the same time in the 

cultivation room of the purple bamboo hut. The two of them looked at each other and smiled tacitly 

before leaving the purple bamboo hut hand in hand. 

“Grandpa!” Leng Ruoxue saw her grandfather and the others gathered in front of her door after exiting 

the purple bamboo hut. They were looking at her door expectantly! 



“Xue’er, you broke through, right?” Leng Qingtian asked uncertainly. It was impossible to advance in 

space, and coupled with Leng Ruoxue deliberately converging her aura, he couldn’t be sure if Xue’er had 

successfully advanced at all. 

“Yes, Grandpa. We all broke through,” Leng Ruoxue said with a nod. She finally broke through to the 

fourth level of her Heaven Defying Skill, and she could also advance to Great Mystic. 

“Haha! Okay, that’s great.” Leng Qingtian laughed happily. 

“Big Sister, congratulations.” Qing Jue appeared in front of Leng Ruoxue. Hehe, he could unlock another 

seal. Moreover, he was so happy that his mouth couldn’t close at the thought of the additional land! 

“Qing Jue, Big Sister will unlock your other seal now.” Leng Ruoxue didn’t beat around the bush and said 

directly after seeing Qing Jue. 

“Yes, yes.” Qing Jue patted his chubby hand happily. The little black dog, which had been following by 

his feet, jumped around excitedly. 

Leng Ruoxue shook her head helplessly. Then she waved her hands and cast a seal spell. The fourth seal 

of the Dry Kun Bracelet was opened… 

The space was actually more than three times larger than before after the fourth seal was unlocked. 

Moreover, the spiritual energy in the air was becoming richer and purer. Ten more pieces of Qing Jue 

and the little black dog’s favorite land appeared all of a sudden… 

“Hehe, my land!” The little black dog drooled happily. 

“Qing Jue, quickly tell Big Sister what additional abilities you have?” Leng Ruoxue asked Qing Jue, who 

was anxious to leave to see his new place. 

“Big Sister, Qing Jue’s abilities are all very useful. I have the ability to monitor this time,” Qing Jue said 

cockily. 

“The ability to monitor? How far can it monitor?” Leng Ruoxue asked curiously. Uh! Could this ability be 

what she was thinking? 

“With Big Sister’s current strength, monitoring the entire Myriad Mountain City will not be a problem,” 

Qing Jue said proudly. 

“Only Myriad Mountain City? You can have none!” Old Man Zao said with some dissatisfaction. 

“I am Big Sister’s Artifact Spirit, so my ability is naturally related to Big Sister’s strength. The stronger Big 

Sister is, the stronger my ability will be. As for Zero, can he monitor me all the time like I do?” Qing Jue 

immediately retorted. For powerhouses, they could use their divine sense to search for some situations 

in their surroundings. However, using divine sense was not limitless. It was fine to sense it slightly, but 

no powerhouse could withstand monitoring it all the time! 

“Yes, Qing Jue’s ability is good and practical,” Leng Ruoxue quickly praised to prevent the two of them 

from arguing! 



“Hehe, it’s good that Big Sister is satisfied. Big Sister, Qing Jue’s ability will become better and better, so 

you have to cultivate diligently!” Qing Jue said very seriously. 

“Okay, okay. I’ll work hard,” Leng Ruoxue promised. She pinched Qing Jue’s tender little face and ate 

some tofu! 

“Big Sister, you only know how to bully Qing Jue. Boohoo…” Qing Jue pouted its pink lips, and its bright 

eyes welled up with tears. It pretended to be displeased and ran away after speaking. 
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“Big Sister, leave the situation in Myriad Mountain City to me. I’ll inform you if anything happens.” Qing 

Jue’s voice sounded from afar. 

“Haha, Xue’er, this is great. If anything happens in Myriad Mountain City, it won’t be able to hide from 

us,” Leng Qingtian said with a happy smile. 

“Yes.” Leng Ruoxue nodded. 

“Grandpa, the freak and I will find a place to advance first. We will carry out the next step of the plan 

when we return,” Leng Ruoxue continued. Qing Jue’s new ability appeared too timely for her plan! 

“Okay, go quickly!” Leng Qingtian said impatiently. 

“Okay, we’re going then.” Leng Ruoxue was about to leave the bracelet with the freak when Qing Jue’s 

voice sounded again… 

“Big Sister, the deep stream below the back mountain is very safe. Where can you advance?” Qing Jue 

asked. 

“Okay, let’s go there,” Leng Ruoxue answered and then left the bracelet with the freak. 

After exiting the bracelet, Leng Ruoxue and the freak came to the edge of the cliff at the back of the 

mountain. They looked down and found that the deep stream below could not be seen at all. Moreover, 

the entire mountain stream was shrouded in thick fog… 

“Xue’er, should we go down?” the freak asked. 

“Okay, little peacock, bring us down!” Leng Ruoxue released the tragic peacock and ordered. 

“Yes,” The peacock answered respectfully. Then it lowered itself and waited for Leng Ruoxue and the 

freak to sit on its back. It flew down into the deep stream after the two of them sat steadily. 

When they arrived at the bottom of the deep stream, Leng Ruoxue and the freak were surprised to find 

that it was unbelievably beautiful below. The blue sky, the warm sunlight, formed a sharp contrast with 

the thick fog above. Moreover, the air below was very fresh. There were many cute little animals playing 

happily apart from all sorts of flowers and grass. However, there were no signs of human habitation 

here! 

“Hehe, Big Sister, this place isn’t bad, right?” Qing Jue’s voice sounded in Leng Ruoxue’s heart. 



Yes, not bad. Apart from being inferior to our space, this place can be considered a paradise, Leng 

Ruoxue replied in her heart and praised the scenery here. 

“Xue’er, we want to take a look too.” Leng Qingtian and the others in the bracelet transmitted their 

voices eagerly after observing the scenery outside. 

“Okay.” Leng Ruoxue moved Leng Qingtian, the others, and the beasts out with a thought. 

“This place is really good. It’s not easy to find such a pure place on the Boundless Heaven Continent 

now!” Empty looked at the beautiful scenery in front of him and sighed with emotion. 

“Hehe, Lass, it’s not bad if we stay here temporarily!” Old Man Zao said. 

“Stay here? Don’t tell me you intend to live in seclusion!” Leng Ruoxue raised her eyebrows slightly and 

asked with a faint smile. 

“Of course not! I just think the environment here is good and the air is good. Hehe!” Old Man Zao 

quickly explained. 

“Big Sister, Ball ball found a good treasure!” At this moment, Ball ball, which had been playing around 

since leaving the bracelet, flew over and rubbed Leng Ruoxue’s face with its round little body. Then it 

said in a childish voice. 

“What treasure?” Leng Ruoxue was very curious. It seemed that Ball ball had fewer opportunities to 

seek treasures since coming to the Boundless Heaven Continent. 

“Over there.” Ball ball pointed at a corner not far away. 

“Oh, let’s go take a look.” Everyone followed Ball ball curiously to the spot it pointed at, and then they 

were all stunned. This… This is a treasure? 

“Qiuqiu! Erm… have you not searched for treasures for a long time?” Old Man Zao asked very implicitly 

so as not to hurt this little thing’s self-esteem. Alas! How was this a treasure! This was obviously the 

most common weed in the Boundless Heaven Continent! 

“Treasure hunting is Ball ball’s instinct. Ball ball won’t make a mistake,” Ball ball said angrily. It was very 

displeased that someone questioned its ability. 

“Yes, I also believe that Ball ball won’t make a mistake,” Leng Ruoxue quickly coaxed. She squatted 

down and carefully uprooted the grass. However, she didn’t expect the root of this grass to be golden 

yellow and transparent like crystal… 

“Eh? Seems like it’s really not ordinary weeds?” Old Man Zao said in surprise. He had never seen grass 

that resembled golden crystals! 

“If I’m not mistaken, it should be the legendary yellow crystal root.” Empty looked at the grass 

thoughtfully and said excitedly after a long while. 

“Yellow crystal root?” Leng Ruoxue carefully searched for the types of herbs in her memory but found 

no records of any yellow crystal root! 



“Xue’er, the yellow crystal root has been extinct for a million years. I’ve only seen it in an ancient book. 

It’s normal that you don’t know!” Empty said. 

“Oh,” Leng Ruoxue answered thoughtfully. In fact, she was a little puzzled. Since she had never seen it in 

ancient books, then it was impossible that there were no records in the medicinal manual left by her 

master! The only explanation was that the yellow crystal root did not belong to the Boundless Heaven 

Continent’s world, so she did not see it. 

“Empty, what’s the use of the yellow crystal root?” Old Man Zao asked curiously. Wow, it had been 

extinct for a million years. Didn’t this grass become ancient? 

“The Yellow Crystal Root can be refined into a Yellow Crystal Pill with several other rare herbs. The 

Yellow Crystal Pill can treat any internal and external injuries. You won’t die as long as you still have a 

breath left.” Empty said. 

“Wow, a sacred healing item! Lass, let’s look around to see if there’s more,” Old Man Zao said excitedly. 

After speaking, he really began looking around… 

“Uh! Go ahead and look. I’ll advance first.” Two drops of cold sweat dripped down Leng Ruoxue’s 

forehead. After speaking, she sent the Yellow crystal root into the bracelet. Then she pulled the freak to 

a spacious place and sat down to prepare to advance. 

The others, including Empty, lowered their heads and searched seriously… 

A moment later, the Heaven Earth Law that advanced descended on the entire valley. Immediately 

after, dazzling light quickly flashed, and then another wave of advancement… 
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There was a long pause. 

After Leng Ruoxue and all the beasts advanced separately, Old Man Zao and the others were still 

searching seriously. Even the spectacular advancement scene just now didn’t attract their attention at 

all… 

Leng Ruoxue stood up after regulating her breathing. She looked helplessly in the direction of her 

grandfather and the others, speechless! 

“Xue’er, looks like we’ve been ignored,” the freak teased with a chuckle. 

“Yes, freak. Eat this.” Leng Ruoxue took out two pills and handed one to the freak. Then she ate one 

herself. 

“Xue’er, what is this?” the freak asked curiously after taking the pill. Uh! It didn’t look like an 

appearance-changing pill. During this period of time, they had been changing their appearance. Xue’er 

had given each of them two more times after the appearance-changing pill’s effects expired. However, it 

didn’t seem to be time yet! 

“This is the antidote for the appearance-changing pill.” Leng Ruoxue smiled evilly. Hmph! She would 

take the antidote and not let them take it since they ignored her. Hehe! 



“Uh, Xue’er, will it be troublesome if we recover our looks now?” the freak said worriedly. He still didn’t 

want others to see Xue’er’s beautiful appearance! 

“Yes, but we are only recovering our appearance at home now. We will still be in disguise when we go 

out, so don’t worry.” Leng Ruoxue comforted her. Alas! Her current strength was too low. If she couldn’t 

disguise herself, trouble would probably not stop. 

“Oh, that’s good.” The freak was relieved. Hehe, this way, no one would have a chance to see Xue’er’s 

beauty! 

“Master, I’m already a level nine Legendary Beast! I’m just a little bit away from becoming a 

transcendent Legendary Beast!” At this moment, Feng Zhan flew over with an excited face and landed 

on Leng Ruoxue’s shoulder. Hehe, Master has recovered his appearance. Master’s appearance was still 

more pleasing to the eye! 

“Feng Zhan, congratulations. You have to work hard and advance to a Transcendent Divine Beasts as 

soon as possible!” Leng Ruoxue encouraged. 

“Hehe, Master, it’ll be fine as long as you work hard! I’ll also benefit from your advancement.” Feng 

Zhan said with a naughty smile. It advanced two levels in an instant during its master’s advancement this 

time. This was much faster than its own cultivation. 

“You lazy bum!” Leng Ruoxue’s forehead was full of black lines as she scolded with a smile. Alas! It 

seemed like her beast was really spoiled by her. She actually had such thoughts! 

“Beloved Master, your Darling has also advanced!” Darling jumped into Leng Ruoxue’s arms with a 

whoosh and said coquettishly. 

“Yes, Darling is so powerful. You are already a level six Legendary Beast,” Leng Ruoxue praised. 

“Master!” Charm also jumped into Leng Ruoxue’s arms and lay down. 

“Charm is already level eight. Not bad,” Leng Ruoxue said happily. Then she carefully examined her 

other beasts. She was quite satisfied with one look because almost all her beasts had advanced to level 

one to two. Even the little silver wolf and little fire lion, which she had always regarded as children, had 

advanced to Legendary Beast. However, Baby… 

“Big Sister!” Silver Maple and Yan happily surrounded Leng Ruoxue and acted coquettishly. Boohoo… 

They were finally Legendary Beasts. They could be considered adults in Big Sister’s eyes now! 

“Not bad.” Leng Ruoxue nodded with satisfaction. She had higher expectations for these two little 

fellows, so they had been cultivating diligently in the space gloomily! 

“Baby, what’s the matter with you?” Leng Ruoxue walked to Baby’s side, bent down, picked it up, and 

asked with some heartache. Baby was her first beast. However, later on, her beasts increased, so her 

impression of Baby decreased a little. However, she had always been paying attention to Baby’s 

emotions! 

“Big Sister, I didn’t advance,” Baby said sadly. Boohoo… It hadn’t been able to advance since it slept for a 

long time last time and advanced one level. It was so jealous and sad seeing the other beasts advance 

like they were sitting on a rocket! 



“Hehe, so what? Baby didn’t advance, probably because it needed too much spiritual power. Baby, don’t 

be anxious!” Leng Ruoxue comforted and looked at the other little thing that also didn’t change much. 

Fortunately, Ball ball wasn’t as depressed as Baby! 

Ball ball quickly flew over when it sensed Leng Ruoxue’s gaze. Its chubby and fluffy little body rubbed 

Leng Ruoxue’s beautiful face warmly a few times, and then it snuggled up to Leng Ruoxue’s pink neck 

and said coquettishly, “Big Sister, Ball ball has a lot more energy in its body, but Ball ball can’t use it 

now!” 

“It’s okay! All that energy is in Ball ball’s body anyway. It will be Ball ball sooner or later,” Leng Ruoxue 

comforted. Ball ball was a carefree optimist, so she was not worried that it would become depressed 

because of this! 

“Yes, yes,” Ball ball answered happily, trying its best to nod its round little head. 

“Xue’er, are you done with your advancement?” Leng Qingtian and the others walked over and asked in 

surprise. They searched several times but found nothing. 

“It’s over.” Leng Ruoxue was a little speechless. Did these people go on a mental journey? They didn’t 

even hear the huge commotion just now? 

“When did this happen? Why didn’t we see it?” Lin Liang said foolishly. At this moment, he was still 

thinking about the Yellow crystal root! 

“Your attention is elsewhere!” Several black lines rolled down Leng Ruoxue’s forehead as she said 

helplessly. 

“Xue’er, is this your true appearance?” Zero asked in amazement. He knew that Xue’er and the others 

had been taking appearance-changing pills, so he had never seen their true appearance. 

“Eh, Xue’er, why did you recover your appearance?” Leng Qingtian asked in puzzlement. Uh! He 

wouldn’t have noticed it if she hadn’t mentioned it! 

“Yes, it’s not easy to look good when the freak and I decide to stay at home,” Leng Ruoxue said with a 

naughty smile. 

“Lass! I don’t want to change my appearance anymore. Can you give me an antidote?” Old Man Zao said 

ingratiatingly. He had seen this ugly appearance for months and was a little tired of it. 

“No.” Leng Ruoxue refused without thinking. 

“Uh! Why?” Old Man Zao asked with a bitter face. 
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“Because your strength is too low. You’re still a Mystic,” Leng Ruoxue said with a light smile. 

“Boohoo… I don’t have a drop-dead gorgeous appearance. No one will be interested in a disheveled old 

man.” Old Man Zao was really regretful! If he hadn’t been curious back then, why would he have taken 

an appearance-changing pill! Even though his appearance was ordinary in the past, he was at least much 

better than this! 



“Old Man Zao, I won’t give you the antidote unless you can advance to Mystic Monarch!” Leng Ruoxue 

smiled evilly. Hmph! Who asked you to ignore me! 

“Hehe, Lass! You’re not going to be confused. Isn’t the appearance-changing pill only effective for three 

months? It’ll be fine if I don’t take it again when the effects wear off this time! Therefore, you can’t 

threaten me because it will take a long time for me to advance to Mystic Monarch!” Old Man Zao said 

proudly. 

“Oh, is that so? I forgot to tell you that the appearance-changing pill I gave you last time has no 

expiration date. Therefore, unless you take the antidote, you will live with this face for the rest of your 

lives!” Leng Ruoxue said calmly. She was already laughing in her heart seeing Old Man Zao deflated. 

Haha, Old Man Zao must be speechless this time! 

“T-this is impossible!” Old Man Zao didn’t believe Leng Ruoxue at all. His sixth sense told him that she 

was teasing him! 

“What’s impossible? I found it too troublesome to take it once every three months, so I increased the 

dosage and refined it some more. These are all without a deadline, so you don’t have to worry about not 

taking the medicine in time and exposing your true appearance.” Leng Ruoxue said with a light smile. 

“Xue’er, are you kidding me? I’m your biological grandfather!” Leng Qingtian asked in disbelief after 

hearing Leng Ruoxue’s words. Boohoo… Was his precious granddaughter playing with them? In fact, he 

originally planned to not eat it until the appearance-changing pill’s efficacy expired. However, he didn’t 

expect to hear such a terrible waste! 

“Grandpa, I’m doing this for your own good! I’m afraid that Xu Qian will recognize you. But don’t worry. 

I’ll give you the antidote immediately as long as you reach the strength of the Mystic Monarch. I 

promise!” Leng Ruoxue promised very seriously. 

“Lass, you and Little Chen Chen haven’t reached the Mystic Monarch yet! Isn’t it more dangerous for 

you to recover your looks now than for us?” Old Man Zao said stubbornly. Boohoo… This naughty girl is 

bullying the old man! 

“We only recovered at home! We will also change our appearance if we go outside,” Leng Ruoxue said 

with a smile. 

“Lass! Then let’s use our original appearance at home. It’ll be easy to go out!” Old Man Zao discussed. 

“That would be a waste of pills! Alas! It’s not easy for Qing Jue and Little Black to plant some herbs! Why 

don’t they know how to be thrifty!” Leng Ruoxue pretended to be displeased. In fact, she was already 

laughing in her heart. Haha, let’s see if we can’t deal with you this time! 

“…” 

Leng Qingtian and the others were depressed. Xue’er, you’re too good at this. Boohoo… How could they 

know that Leng Ruoxue wanted to teach them a lesson because they were only focused on finding herbs 

just now. 



“Haha! Freak, let’s go back!” Leng Ruoxue said with a light smile. Then, with a thought, she stored 

everyone and the beasts in the bracelet while she and the freak sat on the little peacock’s back again 

and let it carry them out of the deep stream… 

After entering the bracelet, Leng Qingtian and the others were still comforting themselves. “It’s okay. 

We’re all old men. This doesn’t matter.” 

“Yes, I’ve been watching it for months. I’m used to it.” 

“Hurry up and cultivate, and you can recover your original appearance as soon as possible!” Empty had 

been listening to their self-pity, but in the end, he really couldn’t listen anymore and said directly. 

There was a moment of silence when everyone heard that. However, everyone swore in their hearts 

that they had to cultivate the Mystic Monarch realm as soon as possible. Therefore, everyone became 

more attentive to cultivation from now on. This was also something Leng Ruoxue did not expect at first. 

Uh! This was probably what was meant by unintentional planting a willow! 

After Leng Ruoxue and the freak flew up to the deep stream, they found the two butlers standing 

obediently in the yard waiting for them… 

The two butlers felt the sound behind them and immediately turned their heads. However, they found a 

stunning man and woman they did not know, and a familiar peacock standing in front of them. They 

were stunned and did not speak for a long time! 

“Head Butler, are you looking for me?” Leng Ruoxue asked with some amusement. 

“Uh! You are…” The main butler rubbed his eyes and said uncertainly. Who was this woman? Why did 

her voice sound identical to his young miss’s? 

“I’m Leng Ruoxue,” Leng Ruoxue said calmly. 

“Ah! Y-you’re the young miss? Oh my god! Did you eat any divine pills or spirit herbs? How did you 

become a stunning beauty all of a sudden!” The second butler exclaimed in fright. T-this was too 

exciting! 

“You are the young miss?” The Head Butler said doubtfully, looking Leng Ruoxue up and down fiercely. 

Uh! Their voices were very similar, and their temperaments were very similar, but there was no 

resemblance between their figures and faces! 

“Yes, I took an appearance-changing pill previously. This is my true appearance now!” Leng Ruoxue 

explained. 

“Oh!” The two of them understood. No wonder the young miss wanted to take the appearance-

changing pill. With their young miss’s beauty that could topple countries, who knew how many people 

would target her if she didn’t change her appearance! The young miss and the others were not very 

strong. Uh! That meant endless trouble! 

“Miss, when did you come out of seclusion?” The Head butler asked curiously after calming down. They 

were here to look for Leng Qingtian and the others, but there was no reaction in the room. Moreover, 

they didn’t dare to barge in, so they waited in the yard for a while. They didn’t expect to see their Miss. 



“Just now. By the way, why are you here?” Leng Ruoxue asked. 

“It’s like this. We’re here to tell Master Leng, Uh! Everyone is awake,” The Head butler said carefully. 

Alas! He didn’t know if Miss would be angry after knowing about this! 

“Oh, then let them all come over! I’ll meet them,” Leng Ruoxue said after some thought. Then she pulled 

the freak to find a place in the yard to sit down. 

 


